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About This Content

Ride into battle atop a gleaming Obsidian Warhorse, exclusive to this great Paladins bundle!

Even better: You’ll get 3 MILLION Battle Pass XP to level up and unlock sweet loot. And you’ll get 200 Crystals to unlock your
favorite Skin, Emote, or Voice Pack!

The Obsidian Pack contains:
The Obsidian Warhorse Mount Skin

3 Million Battle Pass XP
200 Crystals
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Title: Paladins - Obsidian Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play
Developer:
Evil Mojo Games
Publisher:
Hi-Rez Studios
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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A nice teleportation 2D puzzle platformer. A fair bit of levels, with nice, but not amazing graphics style. The game respects your
intelligence in later levels well enough, but it's not crazy hard at the end. The co-op being local only really detracts from it, as it's
a neat little addition to the game(Although it's really short). TL;DR Pick this up for a good ~5-6 hours of fun(A must-have if it's
on sale).. My friends and I have been looking for a bomberman kinda game forever. It's so much fun and is hella cute. It's great
that it's free to play, so I decided to buy the cosmetics to support the devs. Thanks for the fun game ^^. graet charecter has good
brutality. Fun game. The different options and choices that occur throughout the game keep things interesting. It is fun figuring
out what is required to bring about the end time in the game. Definitely recommend checking it out.. i got this game on the
advice of someone else and i cant play the damn game for one the buttons it tells you to use on the menu using keyboard does
not work neither does a joy stick\/pad so people dont buy it it is crap. This is a fun little physics-based puzzler. It takes between
60 and 90 minutes to complete, and features some very chillled puzzle action. Getting the pads just right to finish the level can
be done in a number of ways, and it's satisfying when you get it right.

For \u00a32, around 90 minutes of gameplay is about right. The game is actively being improved by the developers, and is just
that little bit different that makes it a fresh challenge.
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This is fricken AWFUL!!!! This is a cheap money grab. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!!. I like playing casual titles such as this
for a break from the standard fare of video games where violence, failure, and death are integral. This game is what it claims to
be - you will rebuild and manage a farm to earn money to pay for the character's wedding. The only challenges are to be
somewhat patient and to balance your inventory. If you like peaceful, task-driven objectives without time limits or the
possibility of failure, then I recommend this to you - relax and enjoy. It's a fun little diversion and can be picked up cheap when
on sale.

Now for the things I didn't like:

When a plot point occurs for a completed objective, you lose control of what you were doing and the camera shifts to
somewhere else on the screen. This is a mild annoyance, but noticeable. Since the side game of hunting for objects is handled as
a pop-up button you click when ready to start, I don't see why plot updates couldn't have been handled in the same way.

Contrary to the description, I did not find the plot fascinating, nor the ending unexpected - then again, this game is probably
aimed at kids. As I said above, I played to get away from violence, but there is mild, non-interactive violence at the end of the
game which I found completely unnecessary. I feel the need to caution about this, because if this game is aimed at kids, I think
parents should be aware.. Fantastic value offer BUT....make sure you FIRST log into your active game account before
purchasing it as it will go to the first account that is active when you log into to STT and if that is NOT your main account it will
end up on the wrong account. Don't worry too much if you did do this, contact the CS in the game and if you have the details of
the purchase and the account it was accidentally send to they will correct it for you.. A great game considering it has just been
released, already updates coming out from feedback. The game makes you really feel like a UFC legend! It reminds me lots of
the way your career works on the EA UFC games. If the game continues to be updated I think it's got potential, especially if the
submissions and KOs are refined as they seem to have no technique behind them, they're completely down to luck and in the
later levels of career I am yet to KO or submiss anybody. I think that multiplayer could fit into this game in many ways and I
would be very happy to see this incorporated in the near future!. Why is this wrong way engine here. Sometimes i can't place the
right arrow. It's the wrong arrow. Buy a Illinois Central RR GP7 and it will be better. Don't Worry. Because i love them. Keep
up the Good Work. But Don't Make the arrows go backwards. It will be impossible. This PRR GP9 is not in the right place.
Sometimes it will just take you into the cab in the wrong place. The better decision, Buy a ITC GP7 and it will be better. But
PRR GP9. I am not recommended. Just Buy The ITC GP7 and it will be fun.
. Cute Disney-princess-like puzzle\/hidden object game. Probably best suited for kids as the puzzles are easy and the fairy
helper easily hints\/solves the puzzles if you're stuck.

The player controls princess Isabella after she came home to her castle, which was cursed in her absence. Move from room to
room and remove the curse in each room. There is some backtracking, but as the map lets you jump to rooms, this is not a
problem. Your fairy companion gains abilities as you progress through the castle.

I encountered one bug only and it was getting 2 of the same item as I clicked too fast to pick it up. It did not change the game in
any way other than having that extra item in my inventory.

There is some seriously flawed logic in this game; of course the normal magic\/fairy, but also "lighting this fire will remove the
curse from the room because warm = not evil" while in another room"putting out this fire will remove the curse from the room".
wut. There is no punishment for missclicking in the hidden object games other than not being able to click for a few seconds.
The fairy will help you complete if you're stuck.

Decent graphics, music and voice acting. Very Disney-like in sound effects. I had to turn down the music and sounds as there
are too loud compared to the voices on default. A lot of small cutscenes, but all are skippable by mouse-clicking.

Recommended for younger players, really cute game.. Fun, and tricky to get a high score. Worth a whack.
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